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METHODS OF STUDY :
The population seen everyday, was studied by observation method and 
verbal question and answer method jotted down in twenty thousand 
seven hundred pages-a valuable preservation.  The questionnaire was 
not supplied as many would not be able to write and so, would be an 
wasteful exercise.

INTRODUCTION :
It was intended to look inside to have deep idea on the existing pain and 
people.  The harsh truth observed, felt, need to be slated for record of 
miserable scenario as evident, to the find ways and means for 
researcher and planners  to contribute.  

Relevant references and statistical description have not been cited as it 
would seldom result  in positivity in the midst of malignant negativity. 

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION :
Analysis reveal that there exist educational degree holders in most 
families but unemployed for years. The families had to manage their 
study in schools and colleges with a natural expectation of 
employment for support of the house after completion of various 
courses. When the study is analysed, the shells are visible without the 
content. The buds, having taken, possible – care by families bloomed 
to flower but withered for no fault of their own. The little wish of 
employment after graduation and post graduation receded resulting in 
hoplessness. This ever receding phase, after being groomed, does 
not/cannot shape into service phase of the life curve. They go into 
oblivion without production. The instinct drags to only sexual 
production, adding to the already existing  misery.  The passing of each 
day from sunrise to sunset, the only layer of life stored for living with 
pain and pleasure of glimpse of the child born-the only smile.  The 
smile vanishes with the increasing demand of the families. The age of 
life loads on, but, no page of any recordable document. The only 
document left has been analysed for deep interpretation. It is the 
history of regress, and degeneration and no regeneration at sight, for 
millions.  Only few sneak through the barriers and hurdles and reach 
the other end of the tunnel where life seems visible. The rest of the 
population turn to dried leaves and flowers, fall on the ground, decay, 
the rich nidus for fungi.  The love and desire, peace and happiness, the 
agony and misery, the diseases and depression were visible and 
demonstrable through this study of life cycle.

DISCUSSION :
What actually precipitates when hopes are  charred Millions of eyes 
looking at their charred hopes develop paralysis, inability to move 
physically and mentally. They in no time, get adapted to a life cycle and 
that is cessation of movement, so drawn inward towards the bed and 
corners, looking vaguely at the window, outside or towards the birds in 
the sky flying at large. Nothing to accomplish, the eyes look around 
only to spend the time, hanging heavy.  They think to stop the time as 
the gradual weight gain along with the time even alters the posture, the 
only curve of the life experienced, the droop of life. 

CONCLUSION :
Finding no employment, the lots feel depressed, hopeless and 
demoralized. There was dedication, devotion and desire to learn.  
Having completed the course curriculum with interest for life and 
living, they now find the actual truth, face the real scenario to live with 
poverty hunger and frustration.  Few get jobs and feel to move about 
and around. Most others confused, puzzled, laments for they have 
undergone the courses of study from families, already loaded and 
burdened with despair.  They can  neither live nor die.  They prefer to 
die but the smile of the children hold them back.

An unknown epidemic or a severe earthquake is the expected solution 
so that perish is established and confirmed.  The new life then would 
set in.  it is wished that new life should not be that of human. 
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The problem of living the life, its dimension and magnitude in the developing countries are quite different from the 
developed hemisphere. The Influenza of the developing world and Affuenza of the developed world are poles apart.  The 

life style in one area is like wishing quality of kinds and getting as per need. The other area chronically suffers from malignant pattern of 
constraints, never ending scenario that do not seem to shrink in spite of rules, regulation and guidelines. People prefer to lie down, sleep under the 
blanket in days of fever with chronic ulcer of under nutrition. No seeking interest, behavior to solve because seeking to providers do not solve  
Provider groups themselves can not provide in full. So half treatment, half life, half smile and supplies for a day or two neither for cure nor for 
prevention, is the fallout of cruel design. The takers chose the dark corner and positioned as statue or specimen in the jar of the museum of 
Laboratories. 
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